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The Leipzig-based artist Kyra Tabea Balderer (b. in Opfikon near 

Zurich in 1984) creates abstract pictorial worlds in which she 

combines the artistic media of sculpture, painting and photography 

in a refreshing way. In Aarau she is showing recent works that start 

out from issues of representing space in two-dimensional images.  

 

In an open and intuitive work process Kyra Tabea Balderer creates 

arrangements of forms and spaces from plain scraps — usually cardboard and 

wood —, which she then paints and provides with colour accents prior to 

staging the objects in a precise and time-consuming process in front of the 

camera. The superimposed layers of material and paint combine to form a 

rather ambiguous and elusive whole in the photographic image: it is this 

open and diverse field of interpretation that makes for the fascinating 

quality of Balderer’s works.  
 

In her works for Aarau, a number of which were specially created for this 

presentation, the artist likewise negotiates the interface between 

sculpture, painting and photography, producing powerfully unsettling 

images. The dark cardboard structure with gaudy colour accents in Etude 

(2014) takes on a supremely painterly quality as a result of the precise 

arrangement of light and shade and the skilled use of focus and depth of 

sharpness. Still, the rough surface feel of the used material remains 

visible, as in the 2015 portrait Magdalena, a work reminiscent of early 

Cubism in its fragmentation of the picture surface and dissection of forms 

and one that reflects the artist’s preoccupation with realizing space in 

the two-dimensional surface. 
 

Kyra Tabea Balderer’s photographs are presented in an installation in a 

separate space within the permanent display of works from the collection of 



 

the Aargauer Kunsthaus, thus allowing for loose connections with historical 

artistic practices represented in the collection. A fascinating link is 

established, for example, between the painted reliefs of Hans Richter in 

the immediately adjacent gallery and the complex surface and deep 

structures found in Balderer’s works.  
 

Kyra Tabea Balderer, born in Opfikon near Zurich in 1984; lives and works 
in Leipzig, Germany.  
2003–2004 Creative Preliminary Course at the Lucerne School of Art and 
Design (HGK), 2005-2008; B.A. in Visual Arts at the Bern University of the 
Arts (HKB) in Bern; 2011-2012 M.A. in Visual Arts at the Haute école d’art 
et de design (HEAD) in Geneva; 2012- "Diplom" degree in photography 
(photography course under Heidi Specker), Hochschule für Grafik und 
Buchkunst (HGB) in Leipzig. 
 

Solo Exhibitions to Date: Meandering Tracks, Galerie Krethlow, Bern (2015); 
Labyrinth of Vehicles, Raum 365, Leipzig (2013); terra incognita, Marks 
Blond Project, Bern (2010) 
 

Selected Group Exhibitions to Date: Collage, Kunst(Zeug)haus Rapperswil-
Jona (2015); A Sculpture of Marmalade is a Sculpture But it isn’t 
Marmalade, Kunstplattform Akku, Emmen (2015), Tableaux HGB, maerzgalerie, 
Berlin (2015); Alles wie nie zuvor, zwanzigquadratmeter, Berlin (2014); No 
Title/No Exhibition, HGB Leipzig (2014); Aeschlimann Corti-Stipendium, 
Kunsthaus Langenthal (2014); Time Frame, Raum 365, Leipzig (2013); 
Jahresausstellung 2012, Kunstmuseum Luzern (2012/13); leavingroom, Bollwerk 
41, Bern (2011); Jungkunst - die Kunstausstellung, Winterthur (2010) 
 
Awards: Aeschlimann Corti Förderpreis (2014)  

 
Curator 
Nicole Rampa, Assistant Curator, Aargauer Kunsthaus, Aarau 
 
 
Preview for the Media 
Thursday, 27 August 2015, 10.30 am 
Welcome address by Madeleine Schuppli, Director, Aargauer Kunsthaus; 
introduction by Nicole Rampa, Assistant Curator, Aargauer Kunsthaus.  
The artist Kyra Tabea Balderer will be present.  
 
Exhibition Opening 
Saturday, 29 August 2015, 6 pm  
Welcome address by Madeleine Schuppli, Director, Aargauer Kunsthaus; 
introduction by Nicole Rampa, Assistant Curator, Aargauer Kunsthaus, Aarau.  
Followed by a reception in the foyer. Viewing of the exhibition.  
Starting at 7.30 pm: Barbecue in the tent on the Kunsthaus roof 
 
Artist’s Talk 
Wednesday, 14 October 2015, 6.15 pm 
Kyra Tabea Balderer in conversation with Maren Brauner, Assistant Curator, 
Kunst Halle St. Gallen, and Nicole Rampa, Assistant Curator, Aargauer 
Kunsthaus, Aarau 
 



 

Images for the media 
Images are available for downloading on our website www.aargauerkunsthaus.ch> 
Media. Please consider the copyright.  
 
Opening Hours 
Tue – Sun: 10 am – 5 pm; Thu: 10 am – 8 pm 
 
 
 
For additional information please contact:  

Nicole Rampa, Assistant Curator, Aargauer Kunsthaus 
Tel. +41 (0)62 835 44 93, email nicole.rampa@ag.ch  

Filomena Colecchia, Communication/Media, Aargauer Kunsthaus 
Tel. +41 (0)62 835 23 34, email filomena.colecchia@ag.ch 
 
 
Become a fan of the Aargauer Kunsthaus on Facebook and follow us on 
Twitter. 
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